The following is the unofficial translation of the speech of his
Highness the emir sheikh hamad bin khalifa al-thani, of the state of
Qatar at doha 6th forum for democracy, development and free trade.

In the name of god, the most compassionate , the most
Merciful,

Your excellencies,
Honorable guests of qatar,
Ladies and gentlemen,

I would like to welcome you in doha at this forum, which
Provides a good opportunity to consider the relation between freedom
Of trade exchange, development, and the advancement of democratic
Practice, which became clearer and gained strong momentum after the
End of the cold war.
Democracy, development and free trade complement each other
And none could be implemented separate from the other. In developing
Countries in particular, democracy could not be attained without
Effective development in all economic and social fields.
Political freedom is meaningless in a community in which poverty
Prevails and in which a big section suffers from ignorance disease
And
Achieved unless the citizen is allowed to participate in decision

Making and to protect his economic interests.
The same thing applies to free trade since its desired
Positive results in favour of development are linked to the existence
Of a world order that guarantees equal opportunities for all
Countries
And peoples of the world in a way that helps narrow the current
Economic gap between them.
To achieve the desired benefits from democracy, development, free
Trade and the consolidation of the new world order there is an
Urgency
To carry out a comprehensive political economic and social reform in
Developing countries to help them accelerate development that will be
Beneficial to all categories of the people, said hh the emir.
It is also imperative that advanced countries understand
The
Problems of the developing countries and translate that practically
Into the agreements to be concluded in the frame of the world trade
Organization to assist those countries develop their own capacities
To
Be able to cope with competition required by the new world order,
Said
Hh the emir .
Hh the emir further said, though our area was unable to
Keep
Pace with turning to the market system and democracy, it had a
Leading

Old experience in which trade exchange was combined with cultural
Openness, and religious tolerance with economic prosperity in an
Atmosphere of peace and stability.
For centuries the indian ocean, the arabian sea, the gulf and
The
Mediterranean were considered lakes of peace and cooperation and open
Areas for trade and cultural exchange between islamic, european,
Chinese and indian civilization, hh the emir sheikh hamad bin khalifa
Al thani told the distinguished guests of the doha 6th forum on
Democracy, development and free trade.
Elaborating hh the emir said, in the history of this area,
Exchange was not mere profession but an integrated culture which
Recognized the other, reflected self confidence and the desire of
Coexistence and acceptance of diversity and differences, which are
Fundamental human values in democratic societies.
Ladies and gentlemen,

Over the past five years, our area has been witnessing a
Controversy over the issue of democracy and has been pulled back and
Forth over this issue with variant reaction ranging from acceptance
To
Rejection and from enthusiasm to disinterest, hh the emir said.
The emir further hinted that , this controversy has started
And it is necessary that it continues until the reform message
Reaches
Its end, so that the citizens of this area get their due share of

Political and economic freedom.
The success of democracy in this area is not only in its
Interest but also will have a tangible strategic impact on a wide
Geographical circle extending to the east and to west, hh the emir
Told the participants.
The consolidation of security in areas not far from us, and
Reducing the rates of legal and illegal immigration to them will be
Affected by the democratic process in our area, because the success
Of
The democratic project is essential for addressing the manifestations
Of tyranny and corruption that still devour the peoples fortunes,
Deprive them of their rights and push some of its citizens to
Extremism and alienation.
Of no less significance, ladies and gentlemen, is the role of
Free media and encouraging its organizations because they contribute
To rectifying the democratic process and practice.
Honourable audience,
The challenges facing the change towards democracy in our area
Have not prevented lately the birth of a unique experience in
Practicing democracy that deserves all commendation and respect.
The palestinian people despite their sufferings under the grip of
Occupation, insisted on exercising their legitimate right to choose
Their government. Their national authority was also keen on providing
Guarantees for exercising this fundamental right by its people, said
Hh the emir .
So the parliamentary elections were held and all those who

Followed it, including those who could not so far tolerate its
Results
Or accept the will of the palestinian people, have acknowledged its
Transparency and fairness.
Hh the emir went on to say, the civilized way in which the
Palestinian political forces have dealt with the results of these
Elections reflects a commitment to what is decided by the collective
Will and the acceptance of the citizens free choices .
This calls upon advocates of democracy all over the world to
Respect the decision of the palestinian people, said hh the emir.
This important arab experience should be supported and
Encouraged rather than putting pressure on it or interfering with the
Right go the people to choose their leaders or threaten to withhold
Aid to them, hh sheikh hamad bin khalifa al thani told the
Distinguished guests.
Challenging the choices of peoples will only result in
Fuelling the feelings of despair and generate waves of wrath.
Moreover
Opposing the popular will contradicts the spirit of democratic option
That calls for compliance with what the majority decides.
Ladies and gentlemen,
Establishing the regional security could not be completed
Unless democratic practice makes progress, because security is not
Just military arrangements agreed upon by states. It requires
Internal
Political measures which enable the citizen to participate in the

Affairs of his country and shoulder his responsibilities.
In fact, the participant citizen is a secure citizen because he
Knows his rights and duties. It is the secure citizen who builds a
Secure homeland, which in turn establishes a regional system enjoying
Security and stability. Therefore, the desired security cannot be
Attained without the progress of democracy, said hh the emir sheikh
Hamad bin khalifa al thani.
Within this conviction the state of qatar has been keen on
Supporting efforts exerted to help the area improve and reform it s
Affairs, and has recently contributed ten million dollars to the u.N.
Fund for democracy. Moreover, qatar offered a similar sum and
Expressed full willingness to host the main office of the foundation
For future which is concerned with promotion democratic practice and
Reform efforts in the area and area and bear all relevant
Responsibilities and commitments.

Ladies and gentlemen,
This area is in a pressing need to finalize a major project
Which it has already launched and has to carry on with it for its own
Interest and the interest of the world as well. At the forefront of
This project is democracy, not only as a mechanism for decision
Making
But as a way aspirations for development, progress and building a
Better future which was supposed to be attained several decades ago.
However it exerts more efforts today to attain it, and has the
Right to get enough international support and backing to help the

Reform message achieve its goals. It is necessary to remember,
Honourable audience, that our area has never complained of the too
Many who extended help to her to attain democracy, but rather
Complained of their shortage.
I thank you for your attendance and participation and wish
Your forum all success.
May the peace, the mercy and the blessing of god be pon you.
(qna)

